Exeter Civic Society

Founded in 1961

Newsletter – Summer 2020
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Dear Civic Society members,
I am looking forward to restarting our monthly Saturday events, it seems so long since we had the
last one. With a bit of luck I'm hoping the Society can set up our talks again in September, the
minute things improve we will send you our new program of events.
I am very worried about the possibility of some of the city’s statues being damaged, even some of
the strange ones in Northernhay Gardens as they are all part of our history. The Buller Statue is
a fine work of art by a most important sculptor that really understood horses, his name is Adrian
Jones. He was an Army Vet before he took up Sculpture and Bronze work. The large Bronze
horses with Queen Boudica and her chariot on the Arch at Hyde Park Corner in London are his
work.
My personal view is that Exeter is very fortunate to have a bronze of the quality of the Buller
Statue, and I have written to the Leader if the City Council pointing out that it is a fine work of art
and must be protected. I am old enough to have talked to Army veterans of the Boer war in the
1950s and I can tell you they loved the General as he looked after his men so well, that is why
West Country people gave the money to pay for this fine statue.
One of our talks, which will hopefully take place in the Autumn, will tell the full story of General
Buller. I am personally hoping that Exeter City Council make the right decision and protect the Old
General, as he is part of our history and it is not our job in 2020 to rewrite history and there by
destroy fine works of art. However, I do accept that there are other views about this contentious
subject and would welcome correspondence from members on the matter.
It is also very sad that we still don't have an answer to the ruins of the Royal Clarence Hotel and
that some of our oldest shop premises in High Street are still empty after three years - they need
tenants to keep them in good repair. Does the law need changing to make landlords and owners
reduce their rents so that these important buildings are affordable to retailers? Again, your views
would be of interest.
I look forward to telling you that Exeter Civic Society is back in business with monthly Talks and
Events.
Wishing you all good health.
Peter Wadham
Chairman
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VICE CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Harlequins Centre Redevelopment
Developers submitted revised plans for the
redevelopment of this site in May, with the
main changes being a reduction of one floor
from the tallest blocks, different elevational
treatment between the two blocks, and other
minor changes. Some of the revised plans
were placed on our website and members
were alerted to these in early June. Many of
us had hoped the changes would have been
more extensive. Our second objection is more
explicit recommending that most blocks should be reduced in height by at least two floors, and that
buildings should step down towards the city wall to ensure buildings in Northernhay Street are not
overshadowed. A copy of our letter of objection will be placed on our website
https://www.exetercivicsociety.org.uk/planning/harlequins-centre-redevelopment/
We can only hope that the current application is refused and that more acceptable proposals come
forward in the future.

Leisure Centre and Bus Station.
Here are a few pictures of the bus station which has its floor slab and roof in place. It does look
like the bus station will open in the spring of 2021 but the Leisure Centre is a much more complex
building so it will not be surprising if that does not open until later in 2021.

View from Cheeke Street

View from Bampfylde Street
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.The student block between Cheeke Street and
Summerland Street called The Depot appears
complete now with the contractor reinstating
pavements which are now much wider and pleasant.
With shop units on the ground floor I hope that these
streets will be much invigorated once all the building
work is complete.
This picture is Bampfylde Street looking towards
Summerland Street
Keith Lewis – Vice-Chairman

HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORT
Plans for city centre improvements
The Highways & Transport group were hoping to hold a seminar this July with other organisations,
the County Council and councillors to look at how vehicles could be diverted from the city centre
and more areas pedestrianised. Social distancing has thwarted this idea and activity by others
makes this less necessary.
Exeter City Council adopted Exeter City Futures (ECF) document Net-Zero Exeter 2030 Plan at its
Executive meeting on 2nd June, setting out a range of aims across a number of areas to reduce
carbon use in Exeter, including traffic reduction in the city centre and elsewhere (you can see the
papers here http://committees.exeter.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=112&MId=6201). Whilst
most of the highway changes will be dependent upon the cash starved County Council funding
them, ECF have established a map where people are making suggestions to improve our streets.
Here is a link to Exeter City Futures reimagining webpage where you can also add your comments
about where a street or pavement or other feature can be improved to support people navigating
the city https://www.exetercityfutures.com/reimagining-exeter/ . When you click on the map to
open the application you will need to ‘sign-up’ by submitting a name, email address and password
to be able to add any suggestions. I found it necessary to re-size the screen/text on my computer
so that all the features on the map appear, including the important + - symbols which you need to
zoom in to the places you want to comment upon. I would urge all of you who are disgruntled
about our highways, or have budding ideas, to place your ideas. I believe these will be passed to
the Highways Authority in due course, and I hope the Civic Society will also have a chance to
review people’s comments.
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Temporary highway changes post Covid 19.
The County Council have introduced some temporary
and emergency changes to some of our streets to
support more active travel as a result of people
returning to work after the Covid 19 lockdown. These
have been made possible with government funding
and encouragement and are likely to become
permanent, although this may be dependent upon
the level of public support or objection when the
changes are assessed after the trial period. The
picture here is of one-way arrangements on Wonford
Road just to the east of Victoria Park Road.
I hope this is the start of further schemes to reduce
car dependence and to make the city more attractive, but I hope future schemes are consulted
upon before implementation. Perhaps future schemes will be drawn from Exeter City Futures’
Reimagining scheme mentioned above.
Keith Lewis
RIVER, CANAL AND QUAYSIDE GROUP
Exeter City Council is the Port Authority for the Port of Exeter, with responsibilities stretching from
Langstone Rock at Dawlish Warren all the way up to the Mill on the Exe, taking in the whole of the
Exe Estuary and Exeter Ship Canal. We now have a harbourmaster, Grahame Forshaw, who has
been working with many interested parties – stakeholders, in modern parlance – including the
River and Canal Users Group and the Friends of Exeter Ship Canal. An important part of his work,
from our point of view, will be to bring forward a management plan for the canal, and we hope this
is coming closer.
Maclaines Warehouse, a complex of four joined-up units, is the most substantial of the old
buildings on the canal basin, standing between the basin and the river, adjacent to Piazza
Terracina. Topsham Brewery has been using the northernmost units while much of the remainder
remains empty except for temporary usages. There are planning applications to extend the
Brewery’s use of Unit 1 to the upper floors, and to convert Units 3 and 4 to co-working office
space. The Civic Society – the RCQ group collaborating with Planning sub-committee – has asked
that plans for Maclaines should complement water-based activities. Maclaines owes its existence
to the canal, and we believe new usages should give something back to the canal. We have also
made objections to the current applications on various point of detail.
Needless to say, RCQ meetings are currently suspended. So far, we have managed with email
exchanges rather than by holding virtual meetings, but this will change if necessary. If you are
interested in joining the discussions, please contact Peter Nickol on 01392 255512 or by email at
pnickol@phonecoop.coop
Peter Nichol
PLANNING GROUP
Planning sub-committee meetings are taking place sporadically at 61 Thornton Hill – see contact
details at the end of this Newsletter.
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MEETINGS AND EVENTS IN 2020
Recent Event
BLUE PLAQUE - Sabine Baring Gould Plaque
Covid-19 has had its effects on the programme of Exeter's blue plaques, but should not adversely
affect the timetable as a whole.
The Society unveiled its most recent plaque, to Sabine Baring-Gould (1834-1924), at 16
Southernhay East on Friday 20 March on the very eve of lock-down. The plaque had been ordered
and was supplied before the full implications of the pandemic became clear. The accompanying
event, a recital of folk songs by Wren Music and an exhibition of books and manuscripts featuring
the work of more than twenty organisations and individuals had to be cancelled at the last minute
as more than fifty people were expected to attend.
After much soul-searching it was decided to go ahead with the unveiling itself to fulfil the wishes of
the donors who had generously funded the production of the plaque. The plaque was accordingly
fixed on the premises of Gilbert Stephens. On the day there were only a dozen members present,
all keeping their distance. Sabine-Baring-Gould’s great grand-daughter Merriol Almond, who lives
in the United States was due to visit to unveil the plaque but flights had been cancelled so it was
decided that it would be appropriate for our President Hazel Harvey, who is a friend of Merriol from
university days, to carry this out. She was about to do so when a passer-by enquired what was
happening. She had noticed the plaque earlier, before the curtain had been fixed, and was curious
because she was Sabine Baring-Gould’s great grand-daughter! She gave details of how she was
descended – details which nobody was able to note down, but which were later verified, although
her name could not be ascertained. Hazel was pleased to hand over to her the honour of pulling
off the curtain so that the plaque could after all be unveiled by a great grand-daughter of the
person commemorated, and our decision to proceed with the truncated event was well rewarded.
A fuller account of the opening is on
https://www.exetercivicsociety.org.uk/blue-plaques-news/blue-plaque-to-sabine-baring-gouldunveiled/ and the text of the programme of the cancelled event has since been posted on the
Exeter Working Papers in Book History website: https://bookhistory.blogspot.com/2020/06/sabinebaring-gould-dedication-of-blue.htm
It is hoped to hold an event to celebrate Sabine Baring-Gould's life when the world returns to
normal, perhaps in association with the UNESCO city of Literature programme of events.
Future Blue Plaques
The UNESCO project has also aroused much discussion with the plaques team. Thought is being
given to commemorating one literary figure with close links to Exeter each year, for the duration of
the project. George Gissing is being considered for 2021 and other figures under consideration are
the novelist Mary Willcox and children's writer Rosemary Sutcliff.
The plaques team have received a proposal that Sir Cyril Fox be honoured with a plaque in St
Leonard's Road, but the team feels that Aileen Fox is a more familiar name to Exonians and
should also feature. Other names under discussion are the lace-maker Charlotte Treadwin and the
impresario Fred Karno but it only seems to be known that he was born somewhere in Paul Street,
and worked for a time somewhere in Waterbeer Street, both of which have been heavily
redeveloped. He may have to remain for the time being only on the website:
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https://exetereme.blogspot.com/2019/03/exonian-biographical-notes.html
which is being developed in association with the Civic Society to record those who cannot be
honoured with a blue plaque.
Ian Maxted

REFLECTIONS ON LOCKDOWN
Like many ECS members, I have been seeing Exeter in a new light during the lockdown. Busy
areas where one used to negotiate people and traffic became quiet zones in which to inspect the
architecture and appreciate views apparently sprang into visibility overnight. The people-less city
was by turns magical and alarming as one progressed, partly because it was a such contradiction
in terms.
It also held discoveries. I took one walk in the Haven Banks area and without pre-planning headed
along Isca Road, walking casually down the middle of the traffic free road to savour the emptiness.
Set into a terraced house on my left was a chiselled and smudged memorial slab that looked as if
it had been lifted from a graveyard, it had that air of ‘In remembrance’ about it. The inscription was
not totally easy to read because of weathering. It ran:
City of Exeter
This stone was laid 27th September 1945 by
Sir Malcolm Trustram Eve
Chairman of the
Building Apprenticeship and Training Council
to commemorate the fact that these homes
were the first war damaged houses re-built
in Great Britain by apprentices under the
scheme formulated by that Council
Of course, it was not a discovery at all. The plaque has been there for people to read for 75 years.
Den Perrin did not miss it when he compiled his contribution on Exeter’s Public Inscriptions for the
Civic Society’s series of Discovering Exeter pamphlets in the 1990s. But this was 2020 at the
height of a global pandemic of an unnatural and deadly virus when we were also marking the 75th
anniversary of a climactic stage of the most global war in history. Here in Isca Road, brought to my
notice seemingly as an outcome of the unprecedented communal effort to fight the virus, was a
plaque that was a direct result of that previous man-made conflict; and it was a commemoration of
reconstruction.
One is given to such thoughts at such times. I hope Exeter Civic Society does not miss the
anniversary this September or its double significance.
Maybe this will spur ECS members to let us know what they noticed about their city while out
exercising during the lockdown for the next newsletter.
John Monks
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Another Discovery

Like John Monks (see above) I have discovered new
places to walk and features in the city. Whist looking at
the new student accommodation in Mary Arches Street I
noticed this old water fountain in the wall of the former St
Olaves Hotel. Maybe many of you are familiar with it, or
maybe like me you have just walked past it.
The inscription reads
THE WATER BROUGHT HERE AND THIS CONDUIT
ERECTED FOR THE PUBLIC USE AT THE SOLE
EXPENSE OF JAMES GOLSWORTHY, WITH THE
CONSENT OF THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL. 1839

Keith Lewis

Volunteers Needed to update our Discovering Exeter booklets
Between 1981 and 2004 Exeter Civic Society
published a series of booklets about the city.
Most of them are still available except books 15 which are now out of print (we only have just
a few copies left), and we still have a small
stock of books 6-12. The booklets were written
by our members, but the original text is not
available in electronic format. However, the
booklets contain a rich source of information
and history which we would like to keep for
future use and we hope publication; booklets
are typically 20-30 pages long.
We are offering members a chance to help
update the booklets by reviewing the current text and where appropriate updating with new
information or facts that have occurred since they were originally published. In addition, many of
the pictures need updating with new, so if you are a keen photographer we would also like to hear
from you. And if you have graphics skills your help will be useful in redesigning the covers.
We will scan all the booklets so the text is available electronically for editing and updating - all you
need is your computer and Word processing software. If you would like to get involved please
contact Keith Lewis keithatecs@gmail.com
The booklets cover the following subjects:
St Davids; St Leonards; Heavitree; Sidwell Street; West of the River; Lost Churches; Gates of
the Close; Community Mosaics; Public Inscriptions; 20th Century Architecture; Street Names;
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Other meetings and events
We have recently heard that the Belmont Chapel, where we usually hold our monthly meetings,
will not be taking any new or recurring bookings for the rest of 2020. We will therefore need to
relocate these meetings. Committee members are currently trying to identify suitable locations
that may be opening during that time to try to arrange monthly meetings when it is safe as and
when we are allowed to hold them again.
As you will have realised, all Visits and Open Mornings have been cancelled until the Autumn and
there will be no Summer Social this year. However, depending what happens next, we might be
able to have our Christmas lunch as usual.
We have cancelled planned events information on the website for the time-being and it is highly
unlikely that our big event for October (on Climate Change) can happen.
Ruth McLeish

Annual General Meeting
The AGM was scheduled for Saturday 21 November am at Belmont Chapel, but, as noted,
Belmont Chapel is not taking any bookings until at least 2021. It is therefore too early to say
whether this event will be allowed to take place and we will keep you informed of whether this will
be possible and, if not, how we might overcome this difficulty.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Here are some stories from DevonLive you may be interested in:
CityPoint” Exeter
“A £300million transformation plan for a key site in the centre of Exeter would see 250 homes, two
hotels, offices and a new civic centre planned for the major development at Exeter Bus Station,
Sidwell Street and Bampfylde Street.
The regeneration scheme could include 250 build-to-rent homes on Sidwell Street, a four star
hotel opposite John Lewis, a budget hotel in Sidwell Street, the relocation of the Civic Centre into
a new public sector hub, housing to replace the existing civic centre, a new office quarter, food,
drink and retail outlets, as well as a new square and civic space in Paris Street.
It would sit alongside the St Sidwell’s Point development, which will be the first Passivhaus leisure
complex in the country, is set to open in the Spring of 2021. …” Source:
https://www.devonlive.com/news/devon-news/videos-reveal-future-devon-most-4175220
Sandy Park Hotel
"The state-of-the-art hotel is the next stage in the development plans of Exeter's award-winning
Sandy Park complex, which is home to Gallagher Premiership Rugby club Exeter Chiefs, and the
region's premier Conference & Banqueting venue.
Once built, the eight-storey, L-shaped, £30m hotel will feature leisure facilities on the ground floor
and a restaurant on the top floor, and be a Marriott Courtyard hotel. In addition to housing 250
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bedrooms, the hotel situated off Old Rydon Lane will provide leisure facilities on the ground floor,
as well as a rooftop cocktail bar and restaurant that boasts picturesque views along the River Exe
Estuary …”
Source – and watch the videos here: https://www.devonlive.com/news/devon-news/videos-revealfuture-devon-most-4175220
Ancient Crown returned to Exeter:
https://www.devonlive.com/news/devon-news/ancient-crown-returned-exeter-cathedral-4193930

Budget pressures may delay work on Exeter's ambitious plan to be carbon neutral by 2030
https://www.devonlive.com/news/devon-news/budget-pressures-delay-work-exeters-4187903
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CONTACT INFORMATION

President:

Hazel Harvey, 53 Thornton Hill, Exeter EX4 4NR
Tel: 01392 254068 (no email)

Chairman:

Peter Wadham: peterwadham77@yahoo.com

Vice Chairman:

Keith Lewis: keithatecs@gmail.com

Treasurer:

John Monks: jbmonks@btinternet.com

Secretary:

Ian Watt: ianabwatt@gmail.com

Membership Secretary:

Jane Evans: ecs.membership@gmx.com

Newsletter Editor:

Sandra Semple: semple.elizabeth101@gmail.com

Planning sub-committee:

Pamela Wootton: p.m.wootton@exeter.ac.uk

Events Co-ordinator:

Ruth McLeish: ruthmcleish@gmail.com

River, Canal & Quayside Group:

Peter Nickol: pnickol@phonecoop.ccop
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